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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2021244847A1] The invention relates to a vapor extraction device (1) for extracting cooking vapors produced on a cooktop (101) in a
downward direction (201) by means of an air flow (200), the vapor extraction device comprising: - a housing (2), which housing (2) is to be disposed
below a cooktop plane (202) defined by the cooktop (101); - at least one fan (3, 3a) for producing the air flow (200), which at least one fan is
disposed in the housing (2); - at least one inlet opening (4) for receiving the air flow (200) loaded with cooking vapors; - at least one separating
element (5) for cleaning the air flow (200) by removing constituents of the cooking vapors from the air flow, which at least one separating element
is disposed in the housing (2); and - at least one outlet opening (6) for discharging the cleaned air flow (200) from the housing (2); wherein the inlet
opening (4) is provided in a side part (7, 7a) of the housing (2), which side part is to be positioned to the side of the cooktop (101).
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